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**Revue de Synthèse**

**Ettore Majorana de la légende à la science**

Physicien tenu pour un génie par ses pairs dans l’Italie fasciste, Ettore Majorana disparut à l’âge de 32 ans, le 26 mars 1938. Dans la friche de la mémoire collective italienne et de la mémoire des physiciens, une figure légendaire a ensuite émergé qui porte son souvenir. Ce numéro entend inaugurer la mémoire proprement scientifique et philosophique d’une œuvre puissante et neuve qu’il arrache nécessairement aux débats périsinus- laires.

**Features**

▸ Une énigme scientifique ▸ Une singularité physique et philosophique dans l’Italie du XXe siècle ▸ Un auteur de première importance disparu prématurément
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Social Sciences, general

**Target groups**

Research
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Contributed volume

---

**H. Brockmann, J. Delhey, Jacobs University Bremen, Germany (Eds)**

**Human Happiness and the Pursuit of Maximization**

**Is More Always Better?**

**Contents**
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Quality of Life Research; Positive Psychology; Behavioural Sciences
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**S. K. Das, University of North Bengal, India**

**Governing India’s Northeast**

**Essays on Insurgency, Development and the Culture of Peace**

This book focuses on issues of governance and the nature and complexities of social transformation in India’s Northeast -- a ‘problem’ zone for policymakers -- particularly since the early 1990s. While governance is the thread that runs through the volume, the latter at one level addresses the challenges of governing in global times a region historically marked by acute violence, interethnic conflict and insurgency; and at another, traces macro changes in the very forms and technologies of governance. The essays in this volume point to how changing forms and technologies of governing insurgency, development and culture do not remain mere instruments of peace, but define the very nature and content of both peace and conflict and their interrelationship in the region. For the first time in the history of scholarship on the region, the three crucial issues of insurgency, development and culture have been analysed through the lens of governance.

**Features**

▸ Sees governance as the problem, rather than as a solution to the problem of insurgency and violence ▸ Reflects critically on policies and should be of interest to the policymakers and activists ▸ Three crucial issues of insurgency, development and culture are sought to be understood through the lens of governance

**Contents**

Introduction.- I: Production of Insurgent Subject.- II: Shifting Strategies of Peace.- III: Governing Cultures of Peace.
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Political Science, general; Public Administration; Regional and Cultural Studies
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Research
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Brief
B. Egner, Darmstadt, Germany; D. Sweeting, Bristol, UK; P. J. Klok, Enschede, Netherlands (Eds)

Local Councillors in Europe

Councillors are the essence of local representative democracy, linking ordinary citizens and decision-makers in municipal arenas. In cross-national perspective, and taking in countries from across Europe, this book analyses the recruitment patterns, career, party associations, role perceptions, and attitudes to democracy, representation, and participation of local councillors. Matters such as gender, parties, institutions, municipal reform, functions in governance networks, and councillor influence are considered using data collected in an international survey, covering some 12,000 members of the local political elite. Drawing on diverse and eclectic literature, the contributions in this volume comprise a comprehensive and revealing analysis of modern councillors.

Feature
► New articles on social sciences
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D. Manley, University of Bristol, UK; M. van Ham, Delft University of Technology, The Netherlands; N. Bailey, University of Glasgow, UK; L. Simpson, University of Manchester, UK; D. Maclennan, University of St. Andrews, UK (Eds)

Neighbourhood Effects or Neighbourhood Based Problems?
A Policy Context

Contents
Methods for Multilevel Analysis and Visualisation of Geographical Networks
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